
VORTECS™ Report for September 18-25, 2021

Welcome to the latest issue of the VORTECS™ report.

In this week’s report:

● Amid the market’s flash crash following yet another crypto clampdown in China, TRAC
and REN post double-digit gains after flashing high VORTECS™ Scores;

● Top altcoins’ weekly performance is now reported against both USD and BTC
● CELO secures hefty gains on the heels of two NewsQuakes™
● Despite the downturn, Altseason indicator remains steady on the alts’ side
● Markets Pro subscriber wins big on REN’s rally

Top gainers of the week

Coin
% Change vs.

USD
% Change vs.

BTC

COTI +42.51% +60.02%

CELR +37.19% +58.05%

TRAC +34.81% +56.55%

CELO +33.35% +54.08%

CFX +28.39% +46.78%

REN +11.89% +27.69%

XTZ +10.92% +26.12%

CVP +10.61% +25.42%

PRE +8.30% +23.31%



COVER +8.28% +21.76%

The table above lists this week’s top ten coins by price change, with those who had hit a
VORTECS™ Score of 80 or above in bold. Assets whose value significantly increased following
NewsQuakes™ are presented in italics.

FUD-inducing news coming out of China on Friday rendered this past week challenging for
crypto traders. Between September 18 and 25, Bitcoin lost 12.5% of value while top 100
altcoins took a cumulative loss of 14.4%. Only 19 assets have been up against the dollar, and
another 29 saw their USD value decrease but still appreciated against BTC.

To better reflect altcoins’ relative performance in a mostly red market, we demonstrate price
changes against both the dollar and Bitcoin.

Two out of top 10 most successful crypto assets this week – TRAC and REN – pulled off
massive rallies following streaks of 80+ VORTECS™ Scores. CELO’s upside was powered by
bullish announcements that were captured by the NewsQuakes™ system and delivered to
CTMP subscribers as instant alerts.

The high score table

Coin
% Change vs.

USD
% Change vs.

BTC

TRAC +34.81% +56.55%

REN +11.89% +27.69%

OMG +3.63% +18.07%

ONE +2.77% +16.80%

RGT +1.13% +14.82%

AVAX +0.77% +14.53%

AXS +0.03% +13.69%

https://cointelegraph.com/news/chinese-regulators-unite-forces-to-crack-down-on-crypto
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/origintrail
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/republicprotocol
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/celo


YFII -8.62% +3.75%

SAND -12.78% -1.08%

AKT -13.64% -1.94%

No high-VORTECS™ assets save for TRAC and REN secured double-digit returns. In fact, for
the first time on the record, the list of top ten VORTECS™ performers includes coins that have
been down against both USD and BTC. Five assets managed to secure small dollar gains, and
one (YFII) has been down against the dollar but still outperformed Bitcoin.

Top performers

The price of Origin Trail (TRAC) has been volatile throughout the week against mostly favorable
– low to mid-seventies – VORTECS™ Scores. The peak Score of 81 flashed briefly late on
Sept. 21 (red circle in the chart), indicating the algorithm’s rising confidence that the patterns of
market and social activity around the coin were historically bullish.

Despite a price downturn that had begun shortly after the peak VORTECS™ Score was
registered, the coin soon saw its fortunes reversed, kicking off a two-day rally from $0.37 to
$0.56.

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/dfimoney
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/origintrail


REN’s price has been steadily declining in the first half of the week against the backdrop of very
strong VORTECS™ Scores. Apparently, in the past the asset saw protracted periods of
stagnation before breaking out powerfully.

The coin bottomed out at $0.70 before starting to climb again, the week’s second sequence of
80+ Scores showing up shortly thereafter. Savvy traders know that an asset whose
VORTECS™ remains high for a long time while the price is flat can present an excellent profit
opportunity. Some members of the Markets Pro community jumped on this chance, as detailed
further in this report.

Finally, towards the end of Sept. 23, REN’s price exploded from $0.81 to reach the peak at
$1.13 some 29 hours later.

Harmony (ONE) exhibited similar behavior as its VORTECS™ Score began to recognize a
bullish outlook in the middle of a price correction in the first half of the week. Although they took

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/republicprotocol
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/harmony


more than 36 hours to materialize, historically favorable conditions ended up underpinning a
rally once more. The coin’s price soared from $0.120 to $0.159 in 1.5 days ahead of the flash
crash triggered by the news from China. Having taken a hit along with the rest of the market,
ONE recovered quicker than most others, continuing towards the high of $0.173 at the end of
the week.

Red alerts

The main reason for most digital assets losing value on Sept. 24 was the market-wide external
shock, yet in the case of CVC, this was combined with bearish individual conditions. The asset
had rallied on the previous day as its price rose from 37 to 53 cents.

Shortly after the peak, the VORTECS™ algorithm recognized that in the past such rallies were
followed by sharp corrections of CVC’s price, lighting up a red Score of 27 for the asset. Indeed,
CVC’s price went down several hours later, although it coincided with the rest of thee market
tumbling on the news from China.

Average VORTECS™ returns

A straightforward measure of the algorithm’s performance is the average value change that the
assets reaching a certain VORTECS™ Score mark show after crossing the threshold.

The table on the next page presents average returns made by coins after they cleared a score
of 80, 85, or 90.

Each asset could only yield one observation per day, i.e. if a coin went from 79 to 81, then back
to 79 and then to 80 once again in a few hours, only its first entry to 80+ would count.

Time after score 80 85 90

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/civic


2 hours -0.11% 0.1% N/A

6 hours 1.63% 2.78% N/A

12 hours 2.89% 5.64% N/A

24 hours 4.98% 7.17% N/A

48 hours 7.54% 10.25% N/A

Occurrences 47 10 0

While most high-VORTECS™ assets’ weekly returns were small or negative, average returns
still look good, almost all positive and rising after longer times. One explanation could be that
most of high score instances had been registered in the first half of the week, therefore the table
is more reflective of the “natural” price dynamics that were observed before the Friday crash.

Markets Pro NewsQuakes™

This week, one of the assets whose price got a boost from bullish news has been EGLD. On
Sept. 21, the project announced on its website that Elrond staking was launching on passive
income platform MyContainer. This collaboration would see some 100,000 new users getting
direct access to EGLD staking.

EGLD’s price has been in the middle of a correction when the news broke, so it did not spike
immediately. More time for CTMP subscribers to act on the NewsQuake™ alert that they had

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/elrond
https://elrond.com/blog/egld-available-mycointainer/


received immediately after the news went public! In a few hours the trend reversed, and the
token shot up from $193 to $256, an increase of 17.6%.

CELO saw two bullish announcements this week, leading to a cumulative price increase of
20.1%. First, the news broke that the new blockchain R&D lab, Mysten, would be joining the
Celo ecosystem. Shortly thereafter, OKEx revealed plans to enable margin trading, savings, and
perpetual swaps for CELO. The effects of these announcements helped the asset weather the
market crash quite smoothly.

Altseason analysis

The Altseason metric considers the same indicators as the VORTECS™ Score, plus additional
data sources such as altcoin listings and crypto projects’ press coverage. What it helps figure
out is whether it is a good time to be stocking on altcoins or prioritizing BTC investments in the
next 14 days.

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/celo
https://medium.com/celoorg/celo-sets-sights-on-becoming-fastest-evm-chain-through-collaboration-with-mysten-labs-e88b426aee83


As it often happens in crypto market downturns caused by massive external shocks, altcoins
took a bigger hit than Bitcoin as traders sought refuge in less risky assets: Top 100 alts shed as
much as 14.4% of value over the last 7 days, against Bitcoin’s 12.5% loss.

Nevertheless, perhaps somewhat counterintuitively, large-scale market regularities and social
activity in the cryptocurrency space remain moderately favorable to altcoins in the short term at
31% Altseason.

Markets Pro community

● The team behind NFT collection Xplorers joined us for a lively Discord AMA.
● Community member FishinFunds reports having skimmed the cream off the REN rally:

https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/889899734523850902
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/813838704308649986/891161805408321597



